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The nonlinear equations to be discussed here can be written in the
form
(1)

d2u/dt2 « Lu + N(x, «),

(1')

i du/dt = Lu + N(x, u)

where I is a second order elliptic formally selfadjoint differential
operator acting on complex-valued functions u(t, x) defined on
Rl XRZ, and N(x, u) =ƒ(#, | u\ 2)u is a complex-valued function jointly
continuous in x and u w i t h / ( x , r)=o(l) as |r|—»<*>. A complexvalued function u(t, x) is called a stationary state of (1) [or (1/)] if
(a) u(t, x) satisfies (1) [or (1')] on WXR*, and
(b) u(t} x)=v(x)e{Kt where X is some real number and v(x) is a
smooth real-valued function defined on JR3, tending to 0 exponentially
as | x\ —><» but not identically zero.
In this article we wish to examine the structure and properties of
the stationary states of (1) [or (1')] by combining recent results of
Morse theory on Hubert manifolds with concrete estimates for
elliptic differential operators defined on JR3.
1. Statement of basic results. We begin with two affirmative facts
concerning the existence of stationary states.
1. Let L=A—p2 (£ = const.), f(x, u)=k(\x\ ) | u \ 9 with
0<<7<4 where k(\x\) is a bounded positive continuous f unction uniformly bounded above zero. Then (1) and (1') have (for each \2<p2 in
(1) and \<p2 in (1')) a countably infinite number of stationary states
VN(X, X), N = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Each ^ ( x , X) has precisely N nodal domains
in Rz and is nonoscillatory outside some fixed sphere of radius R
(independent of N).
THEOREM

T H E O R E M 2. The VN(X, X) of Theorem 1 (apart from a constant multiplier) are limits (as m—><*>) of spherically symmetric nondegenerate
critical points VNm(xi X) of index N of the functional fnm k( \ x \ ) | u \ au2
on an infinite dimensional Hubert manifold 9HX,» where Bm is a ball
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